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Before using the product, please read “Care instructions, hints and advice” at tentipi.com/support

One or two telescopic hiking sticks 
are required when mounting the rain 
roof (not included). You can also use 
branches or the like (115–135 cm 
long).

The rain roof is attached to the accessory sleeve which is now a standard feature of all Olivin tents. 
For the older version with no sleeve (serial number lower than 52903), an accessory connector can 
be bought. The roof can be mounted in different ways and two procedures are described below.

There are eyelets on the front edge of the rain roof. If using one stick 
(see picture A below), the middle eyelet is attached to the stick. If 
using two sticks (see picture B below), use the two corner eyelets.

The rain roof mounted using one hiking stick plus two cords and 
tightened using another two cords.

The rain roof mounted using two hiking sticks plus two cords and 
tightened using another two cords.

No matter if one or two sticks are used, the four cords at the corner 
eyelets are pegged to the ground. Adjust so there is no gap between 
the rain roof and the tent.

Mounting Olivin’s rain roof

Accessory connector (not included)

The rain roof is not intended to resist strong winds and snow. The exceptional storm resistance of a Tentipi® Adventure Nordic tipi is maintained by the rain roof being designed so that it can easily be removed in bad weather.

Velcro  
Always open Velcro tape gradually by pulling the hook and loop tapes apart lengthways, preferably with a couple of fingers between 
them. Opening in a transversal direction may damage the seams as the hook and loop tapes attach stronger to each other this way.


